The next generation personalized models to screen hidden layers of breast cancer tumorigenicity.
Breast cancer (BC) is a challenging disease and major cause of death amongst women worldwide who die due to tumor relapse or sidelong diseases. BC main complexity comes from the heterogeneous nature of breast tumors that demands customized treatments in the form of personalized medicine. Spatiotemporally dynamic and heterogeneous nature of BC tumors is shaped by their clonal evolution and sub-clonal selections and shapes resistance to collective or group therapies that drives cancer recurrence and tumor metastasis. Personalized intervention promises to administer medications that selectively target each individual patient tumor and even further each colonized secondary tumor. Such personalized regimens will require creation of in vitro and in vivo models genuinely recapitulating characteristics of each tumor type as initiating platforms for two main purposes: to closely monitor the tumorigenic processes that shape tumor heterogeneity and evolution as the main driving forces behind tumor chemo-resistance and relapse, and subsequently to establish patient-specific preventive and therapeutic measures. While application of tumor modeling for personalized drug screening and design requires a separate review, here we discuss the personalized utilities of xenograft modeling in investigating BC tumor formation and progression toward metastasis. We will further elaborate on the impact of innovative technologies on personalized modeling of BC tumorigenicity at improved resolution. Heterogeneous nature of each BC tumor requires personalized intervention implying that modeling breast tumors is inevitable for better disease understanding, detection and cure. Patient-derived xenografts are just the initiating piece of the puzzle for ideal management of breast cancer. Emerging technologies promise to model BC more personalized than before.